Generalization is essential for deep learning. In contrast to previous works claiming that Deep Neural Networks (DNNs) have an implicit regularization implemented by the stochastic gradient descent, we demonstrate explicitly Bayesian regularizations in a specific category of DNNs, i.e., Convolutional Neural Networks (CNNs). First, we introduce a novel probabilistic representation for the hidden layers of CNNs and demonstrate that CNNs correspond to Bayesian networks with the serial connection. Furthermore, we show that the hidden layers close to the input formulate prior distributions, thus CNNs have explicitly Bayesian regularizations based on the Bayesian regularization theory. In addition, we clarify two recently observed empirical phenomena that are inconsistent with traditional theories of generalization. Finally, we validate the proposed theory on a synthetic dataset.
Introduction
Generalization is a fundamental problem of deep learning theory. Since traditional generalization theories cannot clarify over-parameterized Deep Neural Networks (DNNs), especially in some cases, e.g., the random label classification [35, 20, 21] , most recent works ascribe the generalization performance of DNNs to the Stochastic Gradient Descent (SGD) optimization implementing an implicit regularization, i.e., a bias towards models with low complexity [11, 3, 7, 30, 1] .
Nevertheless, the implicit regularization explanations have lots of controversies. For example, Keskar et al. claim that the sharp minima learned by SGD lead to poor generalization [11] , but Dinh et al. demonstrate that sharp minima can generalize DNNs well [3] . Sourdry et al. argue that SGD learns the minimum norm as the implicit regularization [7, 30] , but Arora et al. doubt that the implicit regularization cannot be captured by the mathematical norm [1, 20] .
In the context of regularization theories, Bayesian theory indicates that an explicit regularization can be formulated as a prior distribution [31] . However, it is scarce that explaining the regularization of DNNs from the Bayesian viewpoint, because the extremely complicated architecture of DNNs and the difficulty of probabilistic modeling high-dimensional activations impede establishing a comprehensive probabilistic explanation for the architecture of DNNs.
Numerous efforts have been devoted to explain the architecture of DNNs from a probabilistic perspective [29, 19, 25, 32, 26, 16, 18, 4, 24] . However, existing probabilistic explanations have several limitations. The Boltzmann explanations only clarify the restricted Boltzmann machine [29, 19] . The mixture model explanations require too strict assumptions [25, 32, 26] . The gaussian process explanations cannot clarify the hierarchical representation, an essential of deep learning [18] . In summary, existing explanations cannot establish a solid probabilistic foundation for investigating the regularization of DNNs from the Bayesian perspective.
To establish a solid probabilistic foundation for the study of Bayesian regularization in deep learning, we introduce a novel probabilistic representation for the hidden layers of Convolutional Neural Networks (CNNs) [13] by extending the Boltzmann explanation [19] . More specifically, a fully connected hidden layer formulate a multivariate discrete Boltzmann distribution [6] , and its energy function is equal to the negative activations of the layer. In addition, a convolutional layer formulate a specific Boltzmann explanation, the Markov Random Fields (MRFs) model [5, 33] , and its potential functions are determined by the linear convolutional filters.
Based on the proposed probabilistic representation, we demonstrate that CNNs formulate a directed acyclic graph, i.e., a Bayesian network [23, 12] , and SGD learns the causality between the given training dataset and training labels. In the context of Bayesian networks, the causal links are described by conditional probabilities, thus the hidden layers close to the training dataset formulate prior distributions to describe the cause and the output layer formulates a probability to describe the expected effect. As a result, we conclude that CNNs have explicitly Bayesian regularizations based on the correspondence between prior distributions and regularizations.
We clarify two recently observed empirical phenomena that are inconsistent with traditional theories of generalization. First, increasing the number of hidden units can lead to a decrease in generalization error [21] . Bayesian theory indicates that CNNs can use more hidden units to generate a prior distribution including more prior knowledge, thereby achieving the lower generalization error. Second, CNNs with good generalization performance on real labels achieve zero training error but very high generalization error on random labels [35] . A Bayesian network can be simplified as two components, i.e., a prior distribution and a likelihood distribution, and regularization merely corresponds to the prior distribution. Given the same CNN architecture and the training dataset, CNNs should learn the same prior distributions to formulate the same regularization, different generalization errors result from the likelihood distribution but not related to the prior distribution, i.e., regularization.
Background

Boltzmann distribution
In mathematics, the Boltzmann distribution (a.k.a, the Gibbs distribution or the renormalization group) formulates the probability of a state, e.g., p(x; θ), as a function of the state's energy [6, 19, 34, 15] .
where E(x; θ) is the energy function, Z(θ) = x exp[−E(x; θ)] is the partition function, and θ denote all parameters. A classical example of the Boltzmann distribution in machine learning is the Restricted Boltzmann Machine (RBM) [29] .
The Boltzmann distribution can be reformulated as various probabilistic models through redefining the energy function E(x; θ). In the context of probabilistic graphical model, a fundamental Boltzmann distribution is the Markov Random Fields (MRFs) and its energy function is equivalent to the summation of multiple potential functions, i.e., E(x;θ)=− k f k (x;θ k ) [5, 33] . Moreover, assuming a single potential function defines an expert, i.e.,
Bayesian networks
A Bayesian network represents the causal probabilistic relationship among a set of random variables based on their conditional distributions. It consists of two major parts: a directed acyclic graph and a set of conditional probability distributions [23, 12] . For example, A → B forms a directed acyclic graph to show the possible causality between two random variables A and B, which can be formulated as P (A, B) = P (B|A)P (A), where P (A) formulates a prior distribution to expresses the uncertainty of the cause and P (B|A) formulates the uncertainty of the effect B given the cause A. In particular, since the prior distribution P (A) expresses the prior belief of the cause that lead to the effect, P (A) corresponds to the regularization in terms of the Bayesian regularization theory.
In this paper, we show that the entire architecture of CNNs forms a Bayesian network and the hidden layers close to the input formulate prior distributions to express the prior belief leading to the expected effect (i.e., labels), thus these hidden layers form explicitly Bayesian regularizations.
Main results
Preliminaries
We assume that X and Y are two random variables and P θ (X, Y ) = P (Y |X)P (X) is an unknown joint distribution between X and Y , where P (X) describes the prior knowledge of X, P (Y |X) describes the statistical connection between X and Y , and θ indicate the parameters of P θ (X, Y ).
In addition, a CNN with I hidden layers is denoted as CNN = {x; f 1 ; ...; f I ; f Y } and trained by D, where (x, y) ∈ D are the input of the CNN and the corresponding training label, and f Y is an estimation of the true distribution P (Y |X). As a result, x ∼ P (X) and f Y ≈ P (Y |X).
The probabilistic representation for the hidden layers of CNNs
In this section, we extend the Boltzmann explanations to CNNs and introduce a novel probabilistic representation for the hidden layers of CNNs. The detailed derivation is included in Appendix 6.1. Since most CNNs only contain two categories of hidden layers, namely fully connected layers and convolutional layers with non-linear operators, e.g., ReLU and pooling, the proposed probabilistic representation can be summarized as the following propositions.
Proposition 1:
A fully connected layer formulates a multivariate discrete Boltzmann distribution and the energy function of which is equivalent to the negative activations of the fully connected layer.
A fully connected layer f i = {f in } N n=1 with N neurons formulates a multivariate discrete Boltzmann distribution to describe the probability of N features defined by the neurons occurring in the input. Their energy functions are equal to the negative of their respective neurons, i.e., E fin = −f in (f j ).
where the previous layer
is the activation of the nth neuron, g in (f j ) = M m=1 α mn · f jm + b in is a linear filter with α mn being the weights and b in being the bias, σ(·) is an activation function, and Z F = N n=1 exp[f in (f j )] is the partition function. Proposition 2: A convolutional layer formulates a specific Boltzmann distribution, i.e., the MRF model, and its energy function is equal to the negative summation of all the convolutional channels.
A convolutional layer with N convolutional channels, i.e., f i = {f n i = σ(ϕ n i (f j ))} N n=1 , formulates a specific Boltzmann distribution, namely a MRF model.
is the nth linear convolutional channel corresponding to the potential function of a MRF model, in which S (n,q) is the nth convolutional filter applying to the qth channel, b n i is the bias, σ(·) is an non-linear operator, and the partition function
In particular, based on the equivalence between SGD and the first order approximation [2] , Equation 3 indicates that the statistical property of a convolutional layer is determined by the linear convolutional operations {ϕ n i (f j )} N n=1 . In summary, the Boltzmann distribution establishes a novel connection between the hidden layers of CNNs and probabilistic models through defining the energy function of a Boltzmann distribution as a function of the activations in a hidden layer. It is important to note that the energy function is a sufficient statistics of a Boltzmann distribution, i.e., the later is entirely dependent on the former [22] . As a result, we can specify a unique Boltzmann distribution given a hidden layer of CNNs.
Moreover, the architecture of hidden layers determines the statistical property of the corresponding Boltzmann distribution. For example, a fully connected layer assumes all the input data being connected to each other, but a convolutional layer assumes local connectivity, i.e., the input data only depends on its neighbors. Therefore, their corresponding Boltzmann distributions have different statistical properties: Equation 2 uses the linear filter g in (f j ) to describe the fully connected features, and Equation 3 uses the potential functions of MRF to model the local connected features.
Explicitly Bayesian regularizations in CNNs
Proposition 3: The entire architecture of CNNs can be explained as a Bayesian network.
Given a CNN = {x; f 1 ; ...; f I ; f Y }, the output of the hidden layer f i is the input of the next hidden layer f i+1 , thus the CNN forms a serial connection in terms of Bayesian networks.
Since the proposed probabilistic representation specifies the distribution of the hidden layers of CNNs, the entire architecture of the CNN corresponds to a Bayesian network as
where P (F 1 |X) formulates a prior Boltzmann distribution to describe the cause, the P (F Y |F I ) formulates a Boltzmann distribution to express the expected effect, and the intermediate hidden layers formulate multiple conditional distributions to transfer the influence of the cause to the effect.
Previous works demonstrate that the output of CNNs estimates a Bayesian posterior distribution P (F Y |X) [27, 36] . In the context of Bayesian networks, P (F Y |X) can be explained as a variable inference given the Bayesian networks corresponding to CNNs.
Since CNNs form a Bayesian network with the serial connection and the distribution of each layer is a Boltzmann distribution, we prove that P (F Y |X) is also a Boltzmann distribution and the energy function of which is also equivalent to the functionality of the entire CNN in Appendix 6.2.
Given the training dataset D and a predefined loss function, e.g., the cross entropy, SGD can be explained as a parameter learning procedure for P (F Y |X). Notably, since CNNs form a serial connection indicated by Equation 4, both the Bayesian posterior distribution P (F Y |X) and the entire Bayesian network P (F Y ; F I ..; F 1 |X) correspond to the same architecture of CNNs, thus SGD can learn the parameters of the entire Bayesian network by merely optimizing P (F Y |X).
Proposition 4: CNNs have explicitly Bayesian regularizations
In the Bayesian approach, regularization is achieved by specifying a prior distribution over the parameters and subsequently averaging over the posterior distribution [31] . Therefore, the Bayesian networks explanation provides a novel perspective to clarify the generalization of CNNs.
Above all, CNNs have explicitly Bayesian regularizations. Since we explain the entire architecture of CNNs as a Bayesian network with the serial connection indicated by Equation 4 , the hidden layers close to the input should formulate prior distributions, thereby representing explicit regularizations. In contrast to previous works ascribing the generalization of CNNs to SGD implementing implicit regularization, Proposition 3 shows that SGD merely serves as a parameter learning for P (F Y |X) and explicit Bayesian regularizations are defined by the hidden layers corresponding to prior distributions.
Moreover, the Bayesian regularization explanation can clarify several recently observed empirical phenomena that are inconsistent with traditional theories of generalization [20] . First, increasing the number of hidden units of CNNs, i.e., increasing the number of parameters, can lead to a decrease in generalization error [21] . Bayesian theory indicates that more complex prior distributions can include more prior belief of the training dataset. As a result, CNNs can use many hidden units to generate much powerful prior distributions for regularizing the entire network, thereby guaranteeing the generalization performance though they are over-parametrized.
Second, CNNs with good generalization performance on real labels achieve zero training error but very high generalization error on random labels [35] . Bayesian theory enables us to utilize the 'separate and conquer' rule to understand the special case. In terms of Bayesian theory, a Bayesian network can be simplified as two components, namely a prior distribution and a likelihood distribution. Given the same CNN architecture and the same training dataset with different labels, e.g., real labels and random labels, the CNN should formulate the same regularizations, because regularization merely corresponds the prior distribution. Different generalization errors for different labels result from the learned likelihood distribution but not related to the prior distribution. 
Simulations
In this section, we use a synthetic dataset to validate explicitly Bayesian regularizations in CNNs, and demonstrate that the proposed Bayesian regularization can explain two noteworthy empirical phenomena that are inconsistent with traditional theories of generalization.
Setup
To validate explicitly Bayesian regularizations in CNNs, we need to firstly validate the probabilistic representation for the hidden layers of CNNs. However, since the distributions of benchmark datasets are unknown, it is impossible to directly use them to validate the proposed probabilistic representation. Alternatively, we generate a synthetic dataset obeying the Gaussian distribution N (0, 1024) based on the NIST dataset of handwritten digits [14] . It consists of 20,000 32 × 32 grayscale images in 10 classes (digits from 0 to 9), and each class has 1,000 training images and 1,000 testing images. The method for generating the synthetic dataset is included in Appendix 6.3.
Most image datasets satisfy two fundamental assumptions: stationary and Markov [17] . The former means that the distribution is independent on the location, i.e., the distribution of pixels at different locations are identically distributed. The later indicates that the distribution of a single pixel is independent on the other pixels given its neighbors. The two assumptions allow us to use an empirical distribution to simulate the true distribution of the synthetic dataset. Figure 1 shows five synthetic images and their perspective empirical distributions. It shows that their empirical distributions precisely simulate the true distribution of synthetic images, i.e., N (0, 1024).
We design three simple by comprehensive CNNs for classifying the synthetic dataset. Every CNN has two convolutional hidden layers, two max pooling layers, and a fully connected hidden layer. The only difference within these CNNs is that the first convolutional layer f 1 of different CNNs has different number of convolutional channels. Maxpool
is the random variable of the hidden layer(s).
Based on the proposed probabilistic representation, we identify the distribution of each hidden layer in the above CNNs = {x; f 1 ; ...; f I ; f Y }. First, f 1 formulates a specific Boltzmann distribution, namely, a MRF model. Since the max pooling layer f 2 can be viewed as an non-linear differentiable operation as ReLU, the distribution of f 2 can be approximated by f 1 based on the equivalence between SGD and the first order approximation [2] . Therefore, we can use a single random variable F 1 to represent the statistical properties of both f 1 and f 2 . Similarly, we use F 2 to represent the statistical properties of both f 3 and f 4 . As a result, P (F 1 ) and P (F 2 |F 1 ) can be formulated as
where x only has a single channel since it denotes a gray scale image, and ϕ n
Although we derive P (F 1 ) and P (F 2 |F 1 ), it is still hard to calculate P (F 1 ) and P (F 2 |F 1 ) because Z F1 and Z F2 are intractable for the high dimensional datasets x and f 2 . Alternatively, since MRF models satisfy the two assumptions (i.e., stationary and Markov) and the energy function is a sufficient statistics of a Boltzmann distribution, we can use the empirical distributions of their respective energy functions (E F 1 =− N n=1 ϕ n 1 (x) and E F 2 =− K k=1 ϕ k 2 (f2)) to estimate P (F 1 ) and P (F 2 |F 1 ). Specifically, the two empirical distributions can be expressed aŝ
where C E F 1 and C E F 2 are the number of elements in E F1 and E F2 , respectively. B i and B i+1 are the pre-defined edges, and 1(·) is the indicator function.
Based on the Boltzmann explanation for fully connected layers (Equation 2), we can formulate the distribution of f 5 and f Y as follows.
where the flattening f 4 is the input of P (F 3 ). In addition, the two partition functions are defined as
. Based on the Bayesian networks explanation for CNNs, the above CNNs form a Bayesian network
formulates a prior distribution of the training dataset to describe the cause, i.e., P (F 1 ) ≈ P (X), P (F Y |F 3 ) formulates the uncertainty of the expected effect, and the intermediate layers formulate P (F 2 |F 1 ) and P (F 3 |F 2 ) to transfer the influence of the prior belief to the expected effect.
Validating explicitly Bayesian regularizations in CNNs
Since x is a sample generated from P (X), i.e., x ∼ P (X) = N (0, 1024), we can calculate the distance between P (X) andP (F 1 ), i.e., KL[P (X)||P (F 1 )], to examine whether f 1 formulates a prior distribution of the input for validating if explicitly Bayesian regularizations exist in CNNs.
We choose CNN2 from Table 1 to classify the synthetic dataset. After CNN2 is well trained, i.e., the training error of CNN2 becomes zero, we randomly choose a synthetic image as the input of CNN2 from the testing dataset, and deriveP (F 1 ),P (F 2 |F 1 ), P (F 3 |F 2 ), and P (F Y |F 3 ). Finally, all the distributions are shown in Figure 2 . We can find thatP (F 1 ) is indeed close to P (X), because the KL divergence is samll, i.e., KL[P (X)||P (F 1 )] = 0.49. This experiment validates explicitly Bayesian regularizations in CNNs. Since we can theoretically prove CNN2 formulating a Bayesian network P (F Y ; F 3 ; F 2 ; F 1 ) and empirically showP (F 1 ) modeling the prior distribution P (X), CNN2 has an explicitly Bayesian regularization defined by the first convolutional layer f 1 . In addition, the experiment validates the proposed probabilistic representation for the hidden layers of CNNs, especially the convolutional layer.
The effect of increasing the number of hidden units on the generalization performance
Based on the proposed Bayesian networks explanation and the experiment presented in Section 4.2, we verify that f 1 formulates a prior distribution as an explicit Bayesian regularization. Since the only difference within the three CNNs is that the first convolutional layer f 1 of different CNNs has different number of convolutional channels, we can use the three CNNs to examine the effect of increasing hidden units on the generalization performance of CNNs. We use KL[P (X)||P (F 1 )] to quantify the effect of increasing the number of hidden units on the prior distributionP (F 1 ), i.e., the Bayesian regularization. We average KL[P (X)||P (F 1 )] overall all testing images and use the testing error to quantify the generalization performance over 30 training epochs. Figure 3 shows that increasing the number of hidden units of CNNs has a negative correlation with the generalization error, which validates the Bayesian regularization explanation (Proposition 4). Specifically, Figure 3 (Left) shows that KL[P (X)||P (F 1 )] is decreasing as we increase the number of hidden units. It means that f 1 formulates a better Bayesian regularization as increasing the number of hidden unit. As a result, the corresponding CNNs should achieve the lower generalization error, which is demonstrated by Figure 3 (Right). Figure 4 : The distribution of the hidden layers in CNN3 given a synthetic testing image with the random label.
The notation is the same as Figure 2 , e.g., KL[P (X)||P (x)] = 0.66, and KL[P (X)||P (F1)] = 0.47.
The generalization performance of CNNs on random labels
Similar to the notable experiment presented in [35], we use CNN3 to classify the synthetic dataset with random labels. Figure 5 shows CNN3 achieving zero training error but very high testing error. We visualize the distribution of hidden layers in CNN3 given a testing image with a random label, and Figure 4 (C) shows that CNN3 still can learn an accurate prior distributionP (F 1 ). In this sense, CNN3 still achieves good generalization performance on random labels.
We conjecture that CNNs cannot classify random labels. In terms of Bayesian networks, CNNs describe the causality between the given dataset and the corresponding labels, which can be simplified as the joint distribution P (X, Y ) = P (Y |X)P (X), where P (X) corresponds to the prior belief, and P (Y |X) describes the statistical causality. Leveraging their powerful representation ability, CNNs definitely can learn a P (Y |X) from the training dataset and corresponding random labels, thus the training error is zero. However, the causality represented by the learned P (Y |X) is obviously not consistent with the testing labels, because labels are random, thus the testing error is always around 90%. In summary, the high testing error on random labels is because P (Y |X) cannot model two independent variables, but not related to the prior distribution, i.e., Bayesian regularization. 
Conclusion
In this paper, we demonstrate CNNs have explicitly Bayesian regularizations. First, we introduce a novel probabilistic representation for the hidden layers of CNNs and demonstrate that CNNs correspond to a Bayesian network with the serial connection. We conclude that CNNs have explicitly Bayesian regularizations because the hidden layers close to the input formulate prior distributions. Moreover, based on the proposed Bayesian regularization, we clarify two recently observed empirical phenomena that are inconsistent with traditional theories of generalization. In the future, we hope to extend the proposed Bayesian regularization theory to general DNNs, e.g., the residual networks [8] , and to design new regularization algorithms through pre-training the hidden layers corresponding to prior distributions for improving the generalization performance of DNNs.
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Abolafia, Jeffrey Pennington, and Jascha Sohl-Dickstein. Bayesian deep convolutional networks with many channels are gaussian processes. In ICLR, Based on the CNN show in Figure 6 , we prove the proposed probabilistic representation for the hidden layers of CNNs in Section 3.2. In the above CNN, the input x has M channels x = {x m } M m=1 (e.g., M = 3 if x are color images), f 1 has N convolutional channels, i.e., f 1 = {f n 1 } N n=1 , and f 2 has Q convolutional channels, i.e., f 2 = {f q 2 } Q q=1 . In addition, f 3 has K neurons, i.e., f 3 = {f 3k } K k=1 . Assuming the output layer f Y is the softmax with L nodes, its distribution can be formulated as
Based on the properties of the exponential function, i.e., exp(a + b) = exp(a) · exp(b) and exp(a · b) = [exp(b)] a , we can reformulate P (F Y ) as
where
Since {exp(f 3k )} K k=1 are scalar, we can introduce a new partition function
k=1 becomes a probability measure. As a result, we can further reformulate P (F Y ) = {P (f yl )} L l=1 as a Product of Expert (PoE) model as
and each expert is defined as 1
It is noteworthy that all the experts { 1
form a probability measure and establish an exact one-to-one correspondence to all the neurons in the third hidden layer f 3 , i.e., {f 3l } K k=1 . Therefore, the distribution of f 3 can be expressed as
Based on the definition of Boltzmann distribution, Equation 10 and 14 show that f Y and f 3 formulate two multivariate Boltzmann distributions and their energy functions are equivalent to the negative of the output nodes {f yl } L l=1 and the neurons {f 3k } K k=1 , respectively.
In summary, the above derivation proves Proposition 1, i.e., a fully connected layer formulates a multivariate discrete Boltzmann distribution and the energy function of which is equivalent to the negative activations of the fully connected layer. The subsequent derivation proves Proposition 2.
Since
where {f 2j } J j=1 is the flattened output of f 2 , β jk is the weight of the edge between f 2j and f 3k , and b 3k denotes the bias. Since f 2 is a convolutional layer with Q convolutional channels, it can be reformulated as {f 2j } J j=1 = {f q 2 } Q q=1 . As a result, P (F 3 ) can be reformulated as
where β qk is a subset of the parameters {β jk } J j=1 such that
β jk · f 2j , and β T qk is the transpose of β qk . Therefore, P (F 3 ) can be reformulated as
Recall the element-wise matrix power, e.g., exp(a) b , where a = [a 1 ; a 2 ; a 3 ] and b = [b 1 ; b 2 ; b 3 ], we can derive that exp(a) = [exp(a 1 ); exp(a 2 ); exp(a 3 )] and exp(a
where |a| is the number of elements in a.
Based on the element-wise matrix power, we can reformulate P (F 3 ) as
Moreover, we introduce a new partition function Z F q 2 = f q 2 exp(f q 2 ) to guarantee that 1 Z F q 2 exp(f q 2 ) is a probability measure. As a result, P (F 3 ) can be reformulated as
can be reformulated as a PoE model, in which each expert is defined by every convolutional channel in f 2
Since f 2 has K convolutional channels, i.e., f 2 = {f q 2 } Q q=1 , and each channel can be formulated as the summation of all the convolutional channels in f 1 , i.e.,
where S (q,n) 2
• f n 1 is the output of the qth convolutional filter applying into the nth channel of f 1 , b q 2 is the bias, and σ 2 (·) is the activation function. Therefore, we have Based on the equivalence between the gradient descent learning and the first order approximation (Appendix 6.4), Equation 22 can be approximated as
Let us define a linear function as ϕ q
thus the distribution of the qth convolutional channel in f 2 , i.e., P (f q 2 ), can be expressed as
If we regard all the linear filters {ϕ q 2 (f 1 )} K k=1 as potential functions for modeling signal structures of f 1 , we can formulate P (F 2 ) as a specific Boltzmann distribution, i.e., the Markov Random Fields (MRFs), which can be expressed as
ϕ k 2 (f 1 )]df 1 is the partition function for P (F 2 ). In summary, we prove that the convolutional layer f 2 formulates a MRF model to describe the statistical property of f 1 .
Subsequently, we prove that the convolutional layer f 1 also formulates a MRF model to describe the statistical property of the input x. Based on Equation 23 , we have
. Based on the equivalence between a convolutional channel and a matrix multiplication proven in Appendix 6.5, we can regard a convolutional operation as a matrix multiplication, which is visualized in Figure 7 . As a result, we have
is a matrix corresponding to the convolution filter S (q,n) 2
.
Based on the element-wise matrix power, P (f q 2 ) can be reformulated as
Similarly, we introduce a new partition function Z F n 1 = f n 1 exp(f n 1 )df n 1 to guarantee that
is a probability measure. As a result, P (f q 2 ) can be reformulated as
. Therefore, P (f q 2 ) can be reformulated as a PoE model, in which all the experts are defined as P (f n 1 ) = 1
Since f 1 has N convolutional channels
Based on the same derivation as Equations 23, 24, 25, P (F 1 ) also can be expressed as a MRF model
Overall, the distribution of a convolutional layer can be formulated as a MRF model. 
Here we prove that the posterior distribution P (F Y |X) is a Boltzmann distribution, and the energy function of which is also equivalent to the functionality of the entire CNN.
Based on the variable elimination, P (F Y |X) can be formulated as
] is a Boltzmann distribution. All the above integrations, e.g., Fi P (F i |F i−1 )dF i , are equal to 1, because the integral space, i.e., F i , are entirely depends on f i−1 . As a result, P (F Y |X) = P (F Y |F I ). Since f Y formulates a Boltzmann distribution, and its energy function is
Therefore P (F Y |X) is also a Boltzmann distribution, and the energy function of which is also equivalent to the functionality of the entire CNN.
Algorithm 1
The algorithm for generating the synthetic dataset input: NIST dataset of handwritten digits by class 1: repeat 2: binarizing an image of NIST to obtain z 3:
extracting the central part of z to obtain zc with dimension 64 × 64 4:
downsampling zc to obtain z cd with dimension 32 × 32 5:
extracting the edge of z cd to obtain the mask image m cd 6:
decomposing m cd into four parts, i.e., moutside, moutside-boundary, minside-boundary, and minside. 7:
sampling N (0, 1024) to derive a random vector x ∈ R 1024×1 8: sorting x in the descending order to derivex 9: decomposingx into four parts, i.e.,x = {xoutside,xoutside-boundary,xinside-boundary,xinside} 10:
placing each pixel ofx = {xoutside,xoutside-boundary,xinside-boundary,xinside} into the above masks. 11: until (20,000 synthetic images are generated) output: The synthetic dataset
The method for generating the synthetic dataset
In this section, we present a novel approach to generate a synthetic dataset obeying the Gaussian distribution based on the NIST 1 dataset of handwritten digits. The synthetic dataset has similar characteristics as the benchmark MNIST dataset. It consists of 20,000 32 × 32 grayscale images in 10 classes (digits from 0 to 9), and each class has 1,000 training and 1,000 testing images. The approach to generate the synthetic dataset is summarized in Algorithm 1, and Figure 8 
The uparrow and downarrow indicate the order of gradients and parameters(activations) update, respectively.
Proof: the equivalence between the gradient descent and the first order approximation
In 
where ∇ θt H[f Y , P (Y |X)] is the Jacobian matrix of H[f Y , P (Y |X)] with respect to θ t at the tth iteration, and α > 0 denotes a constant indicating the learning rate. Since P (Y |X) is constant, we denote H(f Y ) as H[f Y , P (Y |X)] for simplifying the following derivation.
Since the functions of all hidden layers are differentiable and the output of a hidden layer is the input of its next layer, the Jacobian matrix of H(f Y ) with respect to the parameters of the ith hidden layer, i.e., ∇ θ(i) H(f Y ), can be expressed as follows based on the chain rule.
where θ(i) denote the parameters of the ith hidden layer.
Based on Equation 35 and Equation 36
, θ(i) can be learned by the gradient descent method as θ t+1 (i) = θ t (i) − α[∇ θt(i) H(f Y )] (37) Table 2 summarizes the backpropagation training procedure for the CNN in Figure 6 .
If an arbitrary function f is differentiable at point p * in R N and its differential is represented by the Jacobian matrix ∇ p f , the first order approximation of f near the point p can be formulated as
where o(||p − p * ||) is a quantity that approaches zero much faster than ||p − p * || approaches zero.
Since the gradient descent can be viewed as the first order approximation [2] , updating the activations of the hidden layers of the CNN (Figure 6 ) during the training procedure can be approximated as
where f 2 [f 1 , θ t (2)] denote the activations of the second hidden layer based on the parameters learned in the tth iteration, i.e., θ t (2), given the activations of the first hidden layer, i.e., f 1 . The definitions of f 2 [f 1 , θ t+1 (2)] and f 1 (x, θ t (1)) are the same as f 2 [f 1 , θ t (2)].
Since f 2 has Q convolutional channels, i.e.,f 2 = {f q 2 = σ 2 ( N n=1 S (q,n) 2
• f n 1 + b q 2 · 1)} Q q=1 , the parameters of a single convolutional channel can be expressed as θ q (2) = {S (q,1) 2 , · · · , S (q,N ) 2 , b q 2 }. As a result, ∇ θ q t(2) f q 2 can be expressed as
where ∇ σ2 f q 2 = ∂f q 2 [f1,θt (2) Figure 9 : The equivalence between a convolution channel and a matrix multiplication.
Without considering the activation function, the equivalence between a convolutional channel and a matrix multiplication can be explained in Figure 9 , in which the first convolutional layer has two channels, i.e., f i = {x;x}, where x = {x 1 , · · · , x 9 } andx = {x 1 , · · · ,x 9 }, and the kth channel of the second convolutional layer is f k i+1 = {z 1 , z 2 , z 3 , z 4 }. In addition, the dimension of the convolutional filter S i+1 is 2 × 2 × 2 × 1, where S Figure 9 shows that the output of f k i+1 can be expressed as a matrix multiplication. If we consider the activation function and make a precise statement, f k i+1 can be formulated as
where W k i+1 is the matrix corresponding to all the convolutional filters in the kth channel.
